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ABSTRACT

The SASSYS LMFBR systems analysis code is being
developed mainly to analyze the behavior of the shut-
down heat-removal system and the consequences of
failures in the system, although it is also capable of
analyzing a wide range of transients, from mild
operational transients through more severe transients
leading to sodium boiling in the core and possible
melting of clad and fuel. The code includes a detailed
SAS4A multi-channel core treatment plus a general
thermal-hydraulic treatment of the primary and
intermediate heat-transport loops and the steam
generators. The code can handle any LMFBR design, loop
or pool, with an arbitrary arrangement of components.
The code is fast running: usually faster than real
time.
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a0>al>a2 coefficents in the linearized equation
liquid flow rate changes

Â  coolant flow area in element k
coefficients in the linearized equation for
changes in compressible volume pressure

.C2.C3 coefficients used to estimate core channel
flows
coefficients in the matrix equation for
changes in compressible volume pressures
coefficients in the matrix equation for
changes in compressible volume pressures
departure from nucleate boiling
liquid segment number
core channel number
intermediate heat exchanger

compressible volume number
compressible volume at the inlet of a
liquid segment
compressible volume at the outlet of a
liquid segment
liquid element numbers
set to 1 for the inlet to a channel, 2 for
the outlet from a channel
liquid metal cooled fast breeder reactor
length of the sub-cooled region in a steam
generator
position where DNB occurs
position where the superheated region
starts
number of heat transfer nodes in a pipe
pressure
inlet pressure
outlet pressure
time
inlet temperature
outlet temperature
coolant flow rate
channel coolant flow rate
inlet flow rate, averaged over a time step
outlet flow rate, averaged over a time step
pressure change for a time step
friction pressure drop
pressure drop due to orifices or other
pressure drops proportional to Wz

pressure drop in valves
gravity head
pump head

INTRODUCTION

The SASSYS LMFBR systems code is being developed
to analyze the consequences of failures in the shutdown
heat removal system and to show that the syrtem can
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perform adequately even with failures in some of its
components. The code is especially intended for
analyzing the coolability of the rector core in cases
involving natural circulation flows at decay heat power
levels. In addition to nominal natural circulation
cases, the code can handle off-normal situations
leading to coolant flow reversal or stagnation or
boiling in the core. At decay heat power levels the
boiling process mitigates the heating of the fuel pins
after coolant flow stagnation. Heat removal due to the
boiling process limits the temperature rise in the fuel
pins and buoyancy effects associated with boiling tend
to re-establish the coolant flow. Therefore, the boil-
ing model is a key feature in SASSYS.

SASSYS was designed to be comprehensive, flexible,
and fast running. Even though it was designed mainly
for analyzing shut-down heat removal transients, the
code is quite capable of handling a very wide range of
cases, from minor operational transients through hypo-
thetical core disruptive accidents. A great deal of
flexibility is provided in the anw--..t of detail used to
model a component, from simple, fast running treatments
to detailed, but slower running treatments. An arbi-
trary arrangement of components can be used in the pri-
mary and intermediate heat transport systems. The one
code can handle loop or pool designs, hot leg or cold
leg pumps, and once-through steam generators or evapor-
ator-superheatar combinations. Additional flexibility
is provided by the modular design of the code which
mases it easy to modify or replace the treatment for
one component without affecting the rest of the code.
Computing speed is obtained by using semi-implicit or
fully implicit numerical schemes that allow the use of
large time steps, especially in long, slow transients.

CORE TREATMENT

The SASSYS core treatment is taken from the SA54A
LMFBR accident analysis code (_1_). In addition to heat
transfer, coolant flow, and reactor power level
calculations, the core treatment contains tne SAS4A
modules for treating severe accidents. These modules
include the sodium boiling module, the molten clad
relocation module, a fuel pin mecnanics module for pre-
dicting pin failure, and modules for treating the
motion of molten fuel after pin failure in voided or
unvoided assemblies. Many of these modulels are by-
passed in a typical SASSYS run, but they are available
if needed.

Fuel Pin Heat Transfer
In general, finite differencing in both space ano

time is used in SASSYS. Up to 36 axial nodes are used
10 represent a channel. Up to 24 of these nodes can be
in tne core and axial blankets, with the rest used for
the gas plenum region and the spaces above and below
the pins. For the fuel pin heat transfer calculations
in the core and axial blankets, each axial node is
divided into up to eleven radial fuel nodes, three clad
nodes, one coolant node, and two duct wall nodes.
Outside tne core and axial blankets, temperatures are
also calculated, but fewer radial nodes are used.
Either an upper or a lower fission gas plenum can be
nandled.

For the pre-boiling temperature calculations, the
fuel, clad, coolant, and duct wall temperatures for an
axial node are solved for simultaneously, using a semi-
implicit or fully implicit time differencing scheme
that is numerica'Hy stable for large time steps.
Temperature-dependent thermal properties are used.

After boiling starts, the fuel pin heat transfer calcu-
lations stop at the clad surface, and the clad surface
heat flux is used to couple with the boiling calcula-
tion.

Coolant Dynamics and Boiling
The coolant flow rate calculations for a channel

are driven by the inlet and outlet coolant plenum pres-
sures, both oefore and after the start of boiling. All
channels use the same inlet and outlet plenum pressures,
so flow redistribution between channels as flow rates
and temperatures change is automatically accounted for.
Also, the coupling of all channels to common inlet and
outlet plenums provides for hydraulic coupling between
channels. The onset of boiling and inlet flow reversal
in one channel can lead to a temporary rise in the
inlet plenum pressure and an increase in flow in other
channels.

The pre-boiling calculations use incompressible
flow. Friction, inertia, orifice pressure drops, and
grid-spacer pressure drops are accounted for. Also,
the gravity head is re-calculated for every time step
using the current coolant temperatures.

The boiling model is the multiple-bubble slug-
ejection model from SAS4A. This is a detailed model
that accounts for vaporization of a liquid film left on
the clad after voiding occurs, for conaensation of the
vapor on cooler clad and duct walls, and for pressure
gradients within vapor bubbles due to streaming
vapor. This model calculates the cooling of the clad
due to vaporization of the liquid film until film dry-
out occurs. It also accounts for the bouyancy effects
of the vapor bubbles.

Reactor Power and Neutron Kinetics
SASSYS uses a point kinetics treatment for the

neutron flux and fission power level. Reactivity
changes are computed for control rod scram, the Doppler
effect in the fuel, sodium voiding or density changes,
and fuel thermal expansion. Also, decay-heat power
levels are computed. The time-dependent decay heat
power level either can be supplied by tne user or it
can be computed internally by the code as a function of
burn-up and power history.

PRIMARY AND INTERMEDIATE HEAT TRANSPORT SYSTEMS

For the primary and intermediate loop thermal
hydraulics calculations, SASSYS uses a generalized
geometry as indicated in Fig. 1. A number of compres-
sible volumes are connected by liquid or gas segments,
and each liquid segment can contain one ur more ele-
ments. This treatment allows SASSYS to be used for an
arbitrary arrangement of components, since compressible
volumes and segments can be connected in an arbitrary
manner.

Table 1 lists the types of elements that can be
used to make up a liquid segment. Liquid segments are
characterized by incompressible flow, with the possible
exception of the core element. The reactor core is a
special element that is handled by the core channel
treatment.

Compressible volumes are characterized by pres-
sures which drive tne flows through the liquid and gas
segments. If a compressible volume does not contain a
cover gas, then the liquid is treated as
compressible. Table 2 lists the types of compressible
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Table 1
Liquid Flow Element Types

Type Number

1
2
3
4
5
6
V
8
9
10
11
12

Description

core subassemblies, SAS channels
core bypass assemblies
pipe
cneck valve
pump impeller
1HX, shell side
IHX, tube side
steam generator, sodium side
DKACS heat exchanger, tube side
DRACS heat exchanger, shell side
v a l v e
air dump heat exchanger, sodium
side

volumes that can be used. All gas segments are treated
as pipes. The gas flow through a pipe is calculated
using an isothermal treatment by Shapiro (2J.

Hydraulics
For solving the hydraulic equations for the

primary and intermediate heat transport loops, the use
of semi-implicit or fully implicit time differencing is
more difficult to implement than explicit forward dif-
ferencing, especially when using a centralized yeoraetry
with an arbitrary number of compress'; ale volumes,
segments, and elements. With an implicit scheme, the
pressures and flows for all connected compressible
volumes and segments must be solved for simultaneously.
By linearizing the hydraulic equations for each time
step, SASSYS obtains a semi-implicit or fully implicit
solution for the hydraulics equations without iterat-
ing.

Linearized semi-implicit or fully implicit methods
are most useful for long transients in wnich tempera-
tures and flows are changing slowly, since in such
cases accurate results can be obtained with large time
steps as long as the step sizes are small enough that
changes during a step are small. For more rapid
transients, the step size must be reduced, even with a

fully implicit method; and for fast transients accuracy
considerations may require comparaDle step sizes for
any type of time differencing.

The finite difference equation used for the pres-
sure change due to liquid flow into and out of a com-
pressible volume during a time step is

Table 2
Compressible Volume Types

Type llumoer

1
2

3

•4

5
fa
7
a
9
10
11

Description

inlet plenum
conpressisle liquid volume, no
cover gas
closed outlet plenuc, no cover
gas
almost incompressible IIJUIG
junction,
no cover gas
pipe rupture source
pipe rupture sin*., guara vesse
outlet plenum with cover ̂as
pool
pump bowl ana cover gas
expansion tarn, with cover gas
compressible gas volume, no
liquid

ipl.l) =

Pressure changes due to gas flow between cover ga5
volumes are handled separately with a similar equation.
The coefficients by, bi , and bj depend on tne proper-
ties of the . nnponent ana tne size of tne tiiie step.
Usually, bg is zero, bj is related to the conpressibi1-
ity of the cover gas or the liquid, and b? is related
to effects of the temperature changes. STnce bg, b|,
and bj can change due to changes in temperature anc
cover gas volume, they are re-computeo for eacn time
step.

The basic equation for tne flov, n Uquio flow
segment i is

After finite differencing ana linearizing, tnis equa-
tion nas che form

a.(i)
i

[a li) + it [ip(ji .

(3)



In general, the a's are sums of contributions from each
element, k, in the segment. The term an. is related to
inertia, a1 is the pressure drop at the beginning of
the time step, a^ is related to partial time deriva-
tives of the pump head and pressure drop terms, and a3
is related to the partial derivatives of the pressure
drops with respect to flow rate.

Equations 1 and 3 can be combined to give a matrix
equation of the form

..
= o. (4)

where each segment i connected to compressible volume j
contributes to Cji, CJJ, and dj. This matrix equation
is solved by Gausian elimination.

Coupling Between Primary Loop Hydraulics and Core
Flov. Calculations. In principle, the coolant flows for
all core channels could be calculated simultaneously,
along with the primary loop hydraulics; but after the
onset of boiling this would unduly complicate the boil-
ing model. Instead, a somewhat relaxed coupling scheme
is used to couple the core flow calculations with the
primary loop hydraulics at the inlet and outlet coolant
plenums, First, the primary loop hydraulics calcula-
tions for a time step are made before the channel flow
calculations. For this calculation, the core channel
flows are estimated using

dWc(L,ic)

dt = CQ(L,ic) + C^L.icJp.,

•r C2(L,ic)px + C3(L,ic) Wc(L,ic) Wc(L,ic)

(5)

The coefficients CQ, Z\, CJ and C3 are supplied every
time step by the core channel coolant dynamics rou-
tines. Equation 5 is used to calculate contributions
to Cj.j and a, for the inlet and outlet plenums, so the
estimated core flow calculations are directly coupled
with the primary loop hydraulics calculation. Second,
after the primary and intermediate loop hydraulics
calculations are complete, the core channel coolant
dynamics routines compute the actual channel flows for
each channel independently, using the newly calculated
inlet and outlet coolant plenum pressures as boundary
conditions. Tnird, the difference between the esti-
mated core flow and the actual computed core flow for a
tine step is used to adjust the coolant masses in the
inlet and outlet coolant plenums before the start of
the calculations for the next time step.

Before the onset of boiling, the differences be-
tween estimated and actual core flows are very small,
since equation 5 is equivalent to the equation used by
the pre-boiling core channel coolant dynamics routines,
except that the coefficients in equation 5 do not
account for the effects of coolant temperature changes
during the current time step. After the start of boil-
ing, rapid cnanges in vapor pressures cause rapid
changes in inlet plenum pressure, as well as making
accurate estimates of core flow changes difficult for
large time steps. Therefore, the time step size must
be limited to about .01 second during ooiling, whereas
time steps of 1 second or more can be used before the
onset of boiling.

y
and dj for the estimated

1. Adjust the inlet and outlet plenum pressures for
any errors between estimted and calculated core
flows in the last step.

2. Calculate b0, bj, and b2 for compressible volumes
in the primary system.

3. Calculate contributions to &Q a-y, and aj for each
element in a liquid segment artd sum them for all
liquid segments in the primary system.

4. Calculate contributions to c ^ and dj for all
segments in the primary system.

5. Add contributions to
core flow.

6. Solve for Ap
7. Calculate AW
8. Repeat steps 2,3,4,6, and 7 for the intermediate

loops, if present
9. Repeat steps 2,3,4,6, and 7 for the DRACS loops,

if present
10. Calculate liquid temperatures
11. Re-calculate compressible volume pressures with

new liquid temperatures
12. Calculate gas flows, adjust cover gas pressures

Figure 2. Computational Sequence for a Time Step

Computational Sequence. Figure 2 shows the compu-
tational sequence used for a time step for the primary
and intermediate heat transport systems. The liquid
flow hydraulics calculations are done first, followed
by temperature calculations and gas flow calculations.
In order to reduce the sizes of the matrix equations
that must be solved, the hydraulics calculations are
done for the primary loop first, follwed by the inter-
mediate loops and then the DRACS loops, if any.
Adiabatic compression of th? cover gasses is accounted
for during the initial hydraulics calculations, but
heat transfer to the gas and gas flows through connect-
ing pipes are not accounted for until the gas calcula-
tions at the end of the computational sequence for a
time step.

Temperature Calculations
A number of different temperature calculation

algorithms are used for different components. The pipe
temperature model is a slug flow model with heat trans-
fer to the pipe walls, as indicated in Fig. 3. The
coolant in a pipe is divided into a number of moving
nodes or slugs. The node boundaries move with the
coolant flow. All nodes in a pipe have equal volumes
except for the first and last nodes. The inlet node
size starts at zero and grows as the flow continues
until it reaches the size of the other nodes. At that
point a new node is started at the inlet. Similarly,
the outlet node shrinks and eventually is removed when
its volume reaches zero. The temperature in a coolant
node changes only due to heat transfer to the pipe
wall. There is one wall node for each coolant node.
One radial node is used in the pipe wall, and an adia-
batic boundary is assumed on the outside of the pipe.
Wall nodes do not move, so the wall node in contact
with a given coolant node changes periodically as the
coolant node boundaries pass wall nodes.

STEAM GENERATOR

SASSYS contains two steam generator options. One
is a very simple option in which the user specifies the
sodium-side temeprature drop as a function of time.
The other option is a moderately detailed, but fast
running, model. The transients of interest for SASSYS
usually do not involve rapid steam generator transients



that would require a very detailed model that would
consume large amounts of computer time.
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transfer coefficient is evaluated in order to obtain
the heat flux to the water. On the sodium side, single
phase incompressible flow is assumed, and only an
energy equation is used for each region. In addition,
an overall loop momentum equation is used for the
sodium in the evaporator plus any pipes attached to it.

A separate model is used for the superheater.
This model is simpler and faster running, since it does
not use moving boundaries ar deal with phase changes.
A quasi-static approximation used for the stream side
energy equation provides a very stble solution
algorithm.

EXAMPLE: TEMPORARY LOSS OF FEED WATER

As an example of the capabilities of SASSYS, a
case involving temporary loss of feed water plus
staggered pump failures was run. For this case, a
hypothetical 1000 MWe loop-type reactor was used. Tne
case is a hypothetical case that was run only to demon-
strate the capabilities of the code. It does not use
any current reactor design, and the sequence of events
may not be realistic for any current reactor, although
it is somewhat similar to cases that have been con-
sidered by Addition (5) for the FFTF reactor.

Six channels were used to represent the core and
radial blankets, as indicated in Table 3. Also, an
unheated bypass flow around the core was modelled.
During normal operation the bypass flow amounted to
about 3 per cent of the total primary flow. Outside
the primary vessel the primary and intermediate sodium
pumps, the intermediate heat exchangers, the steam
generators, the intermediate loop expansion tasks, ana
all of the connecting piping were modelled.

Fig. 3. Pipe Temperature Calculations

The moderately detailed model for an evaporator or
a once-through steam generator was developed by R. May
and B. Singer (3_), using an approach similar to that of
Bein and Yahalom (£). This model uses moving nodal
boundries, as indicated in Fig. 4. Each axial node
represents a well defined physical region with smooth,
slowly varying water properties within the region.

Fig. 4. Evaporator Model

For each of these four regions in the evaporator,
an energy equation and a continuity equation is written
for the water. These equations include terms for the
moving boundaries. For each region, an average heat
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1
2
3
4
5
6

Reactor

1 Type

driver
driver
driver
driver
blanket
blanket

Table
Core Channel

Relative
Power

1.0
.89
.82
.66
.29
.25

3
Power and

Relative
Flow

1.0
.91
.90
.76

1.4a
1.31

Flows

Number of
Subassemblies

15
16b
120
105
143
47

For this transient, at time zero the steam
generators dried out. The intermediate loop sodium
pumps tripped at 10 seconds. A control rod scram oc-
curred and the primary pumps tripped at 30 seconds.
The intermediate pony motors did not run, but the
primary flow coasted down to pony motor flow of about
10 per cent of normal flow. At 180 seconds, the
primary loop pony motors stopped. At 315 seconds
feedwater was restored to the steam generators.

By the time the primary loop pony motors stopped,
most of the natural circulation driving heads had been
destroyed. Because of the lack of heat removal in the
steam generators, the temperatures in the cold leg of
the intermediate loop had risen to the normal hot leg
temperature, and the flow had dropped to about 2 per
cent of normal flow. The combination of low flow and
high inlet temperature on tne intermediate side of the
IHX greatly reduced heat removal from the primary
system, so hot sodium made its way to the bottom of the
IHX and into the cold leg of the primary loop. Also,
after the control rod scram and before the primary pony



motors quit, the reactor power dropped faster than the
primary flow, so the outlet plenum and the cold leg of
the Dr'imary loop heated up. The net result was that
the primary flow stagnated and actually went slightly
negative for a while after the pony motors quit.

Table 4 lists some of the main events that occur-
red in this transient. After loss of the primary loop
pony motors, the coolest channels reversed flow first,
but eventually all channels reversed flow. The down-
ward flow rjtes were not sufficient to prevent boiling
in the driver assemblies, and all of the drivers
eventually boiled, starting with the hottest.

Table 4
Results of Calculation

Time (second;,) Event

0 Steam generators dry out
10 Intermediate pumps trip
in Control rods scram, primary pumps trip

and start to coast down to pony notor
speed

180 Primary pony motors trip
221 Flow reversal, unheated bypass channel
224 Flow reversal, channel 6
22b Flow reversal, channel 5
237 Vessel inlet flow reversal
239 Flow reversal, channel 4
249 Flow reversal, channel 3
253 Flow reversal, channel 2
262 Flow reversal, channel 1
303 Boiling starts, channel 1
308 Boiling starts, channel 2
315 Feed-water pumps re-start
32b Boiling starts, channel 3
3B4 Boiling starts, channel 4
388 Boiling stops, channel 3
407 Boiling stops, channel 1
416 Boiling stops, channel 2
435 Boiling stops, channel 4
473 Calculation stopped

By the time that boiling started, the power level was
down to about 3 per cent. The boiling in each channel
was an intermittent type of boiling, rather than con-
tinuous boiling. A bubble would form and grow for
about half of a second. Then it would collapse, and
the next bubble would not form until about a second
later. As the boiling continued the coolant in the
core and upper parts of each channel heated enough that
eventually the coolant was buoyant enough to reestablish
positive flow without boiling. The boiling process
also forced hot sodium into the outlet plenum and then
into the hot leg of the primary loop, thereby tending
to re-establish normal natural circulation gravity
heads. At the same time, the re-started steam gener-
ators cooled the cold leg of the intermediate loop,
eventually lowering the intermediate inlet temperature
to the IHX and cooling the primary sodium in the lower
part of the IHX and in the cold leg piping of the
primary loop. By 473 seconds, when the calculation was
terminated, boiling had stopped and upward flow was re-
established in all channels.

The first 300 seconds of the calculation required
only 140 seconds of CPU time on an IBM 3033 computer.
After boiling started, the calculation ran much slower.
It took 101 minutes of computing time to do the next
173 seconds of the calculation.

SUMMARY

The SASSYS LMFBR systems analysis code was devtl
oped to provide a flexible and efficient tool for ana-
lyzing the consequences of failures in the shut-down
heat removal system of an LMFBR. The key aspects of
shut-down heat removal transients are addressed using
numerical algorithms that provide for rapid computa-
tion. The code is also capable of handling a wide
range of cases from minor operational transients
through hypothetical core disruptive accidents. The
code has the flexibility to handle any LMFBR design:
loop or pool, hot leg pump or cold leg pump, once-
through steam generator or evaporator-superheater
combination, and homogeneous core or heterogeneous core
with internal blankets. The code uses a modular
approach that makes it easy to replace or modify
component treatments. Many components can be treated
with either a simple, fast running model or a more
detailed but slower running model.
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